South St. Paul
EDA WORKSESSION AGENDA
SSP City Hall
125 3rd Avenue North
Monday, March 26, 2018
6:30 p.m.
AGENDA:
1. 370 BridgePoint Way – Title Issues/Request
2. Concord Exchange Retaining Walls
3. 411 Farwell Avenue – Improvements in Public R/W (Armour Avenue Vacated)
4. MCES Property Conveyance – Future Planning
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Agenda Item: 370 BridgePoint Drive – Title Issues/Request
Overview:
The current operator of the VHA facility at 370 BridgePoint Drive has been working to purchase the
property it currently leases from an investment group. Their Title Agent has contacted staff to “clean
up” some errors and technical issues with the property title. The property was sold by the HRA to
VETCO, Inc. in 1998, and among the documents that require some technical clarification in order to be
finally and correctly recorded are the Certificate of Completion and Redevelopment Agreement. Staff
proposes bringing these documents forward at the April 2 business meeting for consent approval, but
wanted the EDA to be aware of the issue in case there were any questions or concerns.
Funding Sources and other fiscal considerations:
Not Applicable
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Agenda Item: Concord Exchange Retaining Walls
Overview:
As the EDA may recall from our November 2017 discussion about potential needs and priorities in the
Concord Street Tax Increment Finance (TIF) District, several EDA-owned sites along Concord
Exchange include portions of the bluff that are stabilized by retaining walls. As we discussed at the
November meeting, Economic Development and Engineering staff were concerned that many of these
structures were at or near the end of their useful lives and would serve to hinder private redevelopment
activity. In follow-up to this discussion, Engineering has commissioned a study of the retaining walls
on these sites to help us to understand the condition of the walls and potential cost for repair or
replacement.
The Retaining Wall Study identified five distinct “Segments” of retaining wall along Concord
Exchange that impact EDA-owned properties. As articulated in the study, these segments are in varying
stages of disrepair and over time anticipated to require replacement. One segment in particular, noted as
“Wall A” in the study and running between Al’s Corrall and DeLacy Automotive, is a timber wall that
is considered “failed”, with some structures in this segment having collapsed. The Study concludes that
demolition of the existing wall and replacement with a prefabricated modular block wall (PMBW) at
the location of “Wall A” be pursued as the existing wall is no longer serviceable. Besides “Wall A”, the
study also concludes the following:
•

•

•

•

“Wall B” – which runs north-south across the current truck park area north of Al’s Corrall – is a
series of block retaining walls, in some cases two-tiered, that show various signs of
deterioration. The study suggests that these walls may last an additional 15-25 years before full
failure requires replacement.
“Wall C” – a wood wall which runs behind and directly north of the “Titan Construction”
building (owned by the EDA) at 200 Concord Exchange South, is weathered and showing signs
of rot. Although the study suggests that the wall may require replacement within ten years,
staff’s opinion is that any efforts to repair/replace this segment be coordinated with demolition
or redevelopment of the existing structures on that site.
“Wall D” – which runs north-south for a short segment behind 103 Concord Exchange North
(former Hitching Post) – is indicated as having failed in some locations but the study anticipates
that it may require replacement in 10-15 years. Staff would suggest that replacement of this
segment be coordinated with redevelopment of the adjacent site.
“Wall E” – which runs north-south along Veterans Memorial Drive (west of 161 Concord
Exchange North) – is indicated as having failed in some locations but the study anticipates that
it may require replacement in 10-15 years. Staff would suggest that replacement of this segment
be coordinated with redevelopment of the adjacent site.

The study suggests that in their current condition, the existing retaining walls do not present significant
public safety concerns in spite of their deteriorating condition. With this in mind, staff suggests that in
the short term the primary concerns and considerations would be aesthetic in nature, particularly as we
anticipate a renovation of the Concord Exchange Streetscape in the next 2 – 3 years. Thus, we
recommend that for the time being, the EDA focus exclusively on addressing the “Wall A” segment
directly impacting and abutting the proposed “Kaposia Club” restaurant property.

During the course of conducting their due diligence process, the proposed developer of EDA-owned
property at 456 Concord Exchange South (Kaposia Club LLC) raised an exception to their acquisition
of the property with respect to the existing condition of the retaining wall on the western portion of the
site. The developer proposes that to resolve this exception, the EDA complete the wall replacement
work as a public improvement project. Staff has resolved that the replacement of the entire section of
“Wall A” should be coordinated with the proposed development project in order to maximize
efficiencies. In this scenario, we’d work with the developer to obtain a temporary easement for the
construction of this work and to sync up with their anticipated site work schedule. The City Engineer is
preparing to publicly bid the proposed project in May 2018, and anticipates bringing forward a
recommended contract on a future Consent Agenda of the Council. The recommended wall type will be
a large “wet cast” block with the appearance of ledgerstone, which would be similar to the wall types
proposed on Southview Boulevard and Wentworth.
Funding Sources and other fiscal considerations:
The Engineer’s Estimate of Costs for the “Wall A” segment is $187,114. The proposed retaining wall
replacements are considered site work/site improvements and as such are eligible expenditures within
the Project Plan for the Concord TIF. The Concord TIF fund has sufficient fund balance to undertake
this project in 2018. The City’s Engineering Department is preparing to publicly bid the project in May
2018.
Attachments:
Orientation Maps
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Agenda Item: 411 Farwell Avenue – Improvements on Public property
Overview:
It has recently come to staff’s attention that for at least the past 20 years, the occupants of the building
at 411 Farwell Avenue (Sportsman’s Guide) have utilized a portion of public property (the remnant
right-of-way for the former alignment of private Armour Avenue) for surface parking, truck loading
and docking, and building infrastructure (appears to be a generator). While this type of situation is not
entirely unique, unfortunately it appears that this condition is not subject to (a) formal agreement(s). To
put it another way, we’ve been unable to find an easement or encroachment agreement, lease, or other
documentation that would formally indicate that the City (or HRA) consented to this condition and/or
under what terms such consent would have been granted – effectively the occupant appears to be
trespassing on public property. One guesses that at some point either a “handshake agreement” or
perhaps a simple misunderstanding as to whose ownership interest the vacated right-of-way accrued to
led to Sportsman’s Guide constructing the improvements; nonetheless this is a situation that requires
resolution.
During the course of the demolition and reclamation of the former Armour facility in the late
1980s/early 1990s, a portion of Armour Avenue (which we believe was a private road until about 1991)
was re-aligned along a new right-of-way just to the north of the former alignment. Presumably, this
realignment was done to accommodate the preservation of the Armour Gates where they stand, due to
the distance between the two masonry towers not being large enough for commercial trucks and even
large automobiles to comfortably traverse. Among the many “remnants” of this road realignment, a
roughly 1.5-acre strip of land fronting the entire north wall of the 411 Farwell building was conveyed
by warranty deed to the South St. Paul HRA.
At some point between 1991 and 1997 (those are the aerial photos we have access to), several curb cuts
to Armour Avenue as well as a paved parking lot and new green space were installed between the north
wall of the 411 Farwell building and the “new” Armour Avenue.
Funding Sources and other fiscal considerations:
The property has enjoyed the benefit of utilizing public property for its private interests for nearly a
quarter century. While SG is a vital member of our business community, the property that they are
utilizing provides a value to them and the public should be compensated for it.
Attachments:
Right-of-Way Map No. 1
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Agenda Item: MCES Property Conveyance – Future Planning
Overview:
On February 13, 2018, staff provided an update to the City Council in regards to the property currently
owned by Metropolitan Council Environmental Services (MCES) at 680 Verderosa Avenue,
immediately south of I-494 at the Wakota Bridge and west of the DNR boat launch site on the
Mississippi River. MCES is prepared to move forward with re-conveyance of the property to the City
per the terms of a 1970s agreement between the City and the Metropolitan Sewer Board (MCES’
predecessor). Specifically, such terms appear to indicate that MCES would re-convey the property “as
is” without any liability or financial consideration, which is how the City first conveyed the property to
MCES. The Council provided input and direction to staff that the property had practical long-term value
and requested staff to explore how the City could best utilize the property in the future.
On March 16, 2018, the City submitted a grant application to Dakota County for the Environmental
Legacy Fund (ELF) Pilot Program, which included a review of the MCES property for future
developments along with an expansion of recreational amenities along the Dakota County Mississippi
River Regional Trail. In addition, staff and the Council recently learned that the proposed
redevelopment of 843 Hardman Ave. South (currently Danner, Inc.) by Scannell may take a different
character and timeline than had been assumed. Thus, taken in its context, staff believes that the 680
Verderosa property is an important pivot point for the future character and function of a highly visible
and opportune site in the City.
Given the challenges on the site, the funding opportunities ($1.5M for 843 Hardman Ave. Clean-up),
and the need for staff and City to be prepared for the pace of future development discussions, staff
believes that it is imperative for staff to complete a redevelopment and land use study for the future
MCES re-conveyance property. Staff has solicited proposals from two consulting engineering &
planning firms that would be best positioned to provide a comprehensive analysis of the site and future
redevelopment potential. It is anticipated that the study would be authorized by the City at the April 2,
2018, City Council Meeting and a recommended action plan would be ready by mid-summer of 2018 in
order to position the City for potential funding opportunities and coordination with the evolving
development opportunities in its adjacency.
Funding Sources and other fiscal considerations:
If the ELF grant application is successful, staff believes that these funds could be utilized to
commission the necessary planning, design, and ultimately implementation of future public
improvements at the property.
Attachments:
Site Map
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